
Cottonwood Ladies Golf Association November 1, 2021   Local Rules 

U.S.G.A Rules of Golf govern all play except when modified by the following local rules: 

Pace of Play 

Remember to keep up with the group ahead of you! Look ahead of you and don’t worry about the 

group behind you! Note this is not a local rule but it is important to mention so that the game is 

more enjoyable for all of us. 

Penalty Areas (Rule 17) 

 All penalty areas are played as a red penalty area to allow an additional option for Penalty 

area relief. The margin of the penalty area is defined by the water’s side of the concrete or wooden 

barrier. The concrete or wooden barriers are considered obstructions and relief is granted under 

rule 16. See Note A and B under Obstructions. 

 -Drop Zones on Hole 5, 13 and 16 are additional options during Ladies day golf.  

 -Drop Zone on Hole 18 is NOT an option during Ladies day golf. 

 

Obstructions (Rule 16)  

The following are immovable obstructions and free relief is available under rule 16: 

-A sprinkler head (obstruction) within two club lengths of the green and if your ball is within 

2 club lengths of the obstruction and the obstruction lies on your intended path. 2 plus 2 

situation. 

 -Concrete drainage structures (ie) hole 12 on the right side of the cart path. 

-Concrete or wooden barriers around the lakes as mentioned under Penalty area above. 

 -River Rock, (ie) on Hole 12 to the right of the green. 

 -3/4” OR larger rock, (ie) on Hole 9 to the left of the cart path before the lake. Usually 

nearest point of relief is in an area with smaller gravel.  

 - Staked trees including the tree, stake or guide wire. 

 - Gray electrical boxes. 

- Flower beds when surrounded by a cart path are considered to be part of the cart path,  

      (ie) Hole 6 at the green and relief must be taken from the flower bed. 

  

Note (A) :  Free relief (relief without penalty) for stance, swing and lie of the ball is available 

under rule 16, however, there is NO line of flight relief available. Line of flight relief is not an 

option under the Rules of Golf except for Temporary immovable obstructions. 

Note (B) : for information on how to take proper relief check out the diagram in Rule 16.  

Remember it is your nearest point of relief, not the nicest point of relief 

 

 

 



Out of Bounds - Rule 18 

Out of Bounds is defined by white lines, white stakes, and property fences. Do not retrieve your ball 

from the property owner’s lot.  

Alternate Relief Option for a Lost ball or a Ball that is Out of Bounds -Model local rule E-5 

When a Provisional ball has not been played and the player’s ball has not been found or is known or 

virtually certain to be out of bounds, the player may proceed under stroke and distance OR the 

player has an additional option to drop a ball in the relief area and take two penalty stokes.  Refer to 

the following diagrams which shows the shaded relief area, no nearer the hole.   

Note that the relief area is extended by two club lengths on both sides of the relief area so you can 

drop onto the fairway if you choose. 

Overview Diagram 

 

  

See Below for detailed diagrams 

Diagram 1 - Imagine Hole 2 and the bushes to the left side of the hole 

Diagram 2 - Imagine Hole 10 but in a mirror image. Instead of out of bounds on the right it is out of bounds on 

the left 

Diagram 3 - Imagine Hole 12 at the south side of the green. If your ball goes over the green to the south and 

carries on into the owner’s yard. 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 


